Alexis-Fay: Know-it-all in unknown territory

End of semester

My midterm grades put me in danger of losing my financial aid, and I tried talking to my U 100 professor about turning some assignments in late but the jerk wouldn’t let me. I was really ticked off until my peer mentor talked to me and explained that none of my other professors would accept late work either, and she was right! After that I got together with my friend from F100 and she helped me study and took me to the math tutoring center. I was able to pass F100, and most of my other classes with a C or so, it’s not great but I’m going to make it to the next semester. I have to retake U 100 but I’ve helped to reduce the problems back home by hiring a babysitter for my niece and finding a place for Daren to live since his parents kicked him out; I won’t be as distracted next time. I’ve even joined a campus group with my friend from F100 and have made some friends here in South Bend too.